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The following sections will be 
covered in PAPER 2



Skills preparation
Skills will always be asked in the 
context of an investigation!

✘ Know your skills very well (drawing, tabulation, graphing)

✘ Know scientific method (aim, hypothesis, method)

✘ Fixed variables or controlled variable must begin with word 

SAME…

✘ Know percentage increase and decrease calculations 

✘ Know the difference between validity and reliability

Common mistakes include:
1. Not making the answer relevant to the context of the question. E.g. improving 

reliability by - increasing the sample size, vs - increasing the sample size of the 
plants used (this will be unique to the question and the examiner is looking for 
this!)



Skills preparation
Graphs are easy marks!

✘ Graphs should be an easy 6 marks…

✘ Type of graph – asked in the question (1)

✘ Headings/Captions - both independent and dependant

variables! (1)

✘ Scale lines – indicate the intervals! (1)

✘ Titles for each axis – WITH UNITS! (1)

✘ Plotting of points – done accurately (2)

Many students don’t include the independent variable and dependant variable in 
the heading… this costs marks unnecessarily. 



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks
Know the:
• Structure and arrangement of a DNA vs RNA nucleotide – Label and 

draw. (4)

One base pair on a strand of DNA

Purine base
Pyrimidine base

Not for exams

DNA nucleotide

Common errors - the incorrect labelling of the pentode sugar as either Ribose 
(RNA) or Deoxyribose for DNA.



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the:
• Structure and arrangement of a DNA vs RNA nucleotide – Label and 

draw. (4)
• Compare the structure and function of a DNA and RNA strand.

1. Double stranded
2. Pentose sugar is 

deoxyribose
3. Nitrogen base = thymine
4. Helix structure

1. Single stranded
2. Pentose sugar is ribose
3. Nitrogen base = uracil
4. Linear structure

Note: a common mistake is comparing the structure of a DNA Molecule with a RNA 
molecule when asked to compare the nucleotide… Read the question carefully!



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the:

• The processes of DNA Replication.

AND 

• Protein synthesis - Transcription and Translation.



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the:
• The processes of DNA Replication.
Un-replicated 
chromosome

Process of DNA replication Replicated 
chromosome

Common errors – understanding of replicated vs un-replicated 
chromosomes in Mitosis. (This will link to our understanding in Meiosis)



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the:
• The processes of DNA Replication. (this takes place during Interphase)

Follow this template step by step when asked to explain the process of 
DNA replication.

1. The DNA double helix, unwinds 

2. The weak hydrogen bonds between the bases break

3. The DNA unzips (enzymes control this action), 

4. Each original strand of DNA acts as a template.

5. Free DNA nucleotides in the Nucleoplasm

6. Attach to their complimentary DNA bases on the original DNA strands

7. New complimentary strands form.

8. The DNA rewinds and now there is a replicated strand of DNA 



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the processes involved in:
• Protein synthesis - Transcription.

This process is very important, and is often asked in conjunction with translation
Common errors include the incorrect sequencing of a complimentary mRNA 
strand when given a DNA base sequence (Uracil replaces Thymine in an RNA 
strand! – mRNA or tRNA)

DNA unwinds and unzips



DNA – Code of Life
27 marks

Know the processes involved in:
• Protein synthesis - Translation.

Common errors include the incorrect sequencing of a tRNA anticodon strand 
when given a DNA base sequence or mRNA sequence (Uracil replaces Thymine 
in an RNA strand!)



Meiosis
21 marks

Know the terminology!

Common errors include the incorrect use of terminology - chromatid vs un-
replicated chromosome vs replicated chromosome (chromatids are always joined 
at a centromere)



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common errors include identifying the phases incorrectly. Not being able to 
identify the processes (crossing over of homologous chromosomes) that 
result in variation in offspring. 

Prophase 1 –
1. Disappearing nuclear membrane
2. Centrioles move to opposite poles of the cell.
3. Chromosomes arrange in their homologous pairs.
4. Crossing over of homologous chromosomes. 

(exchanging of genetic information – source of 
variation)



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common errors include identifying the phases incorrectly. Not being able to 
identify the processes (random arrangement of chromosomes) that results in 
variation in offspring. 

Metaphase 1 –
1. Centrioles reach opposite poles of the cell, 

forming spindle fibres.
2. Alignment of homologous chromosomes in their 

pairs, at the equator.
3. Each chromosome of the bivalent pair, lies on 

either side of the equator. (this ‘random 
arrangement of chromosomes’ – adds to 
genetic variation)



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common errors include identifying the significant events of the phase.

Anaphase 1 –
1. Spindle fibres, that are now attached to the 

centromeres of the bivalent chromosomes, 
contract, pulling them (one chromosome with two 
genetically unique chromatids) to opposite poles.



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common errors include identifying the significant events of the phase.

Telophase 1 –
1. Groups of chromosomes gather at the poles and 

the nuclear membrane reappears.
2. The cell undergoes cytokinesis (divides forming 

two new cells) 
3. At this point 2n has become n - – in forming 

genetically unique cells.



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis  ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common errors: these chromosomes are no longer homologous chromosomes.

Prophase 2 – This occurs with both daughter cells 
after Meiosis 1.
1. Nuclear membrane disappears again.
2. Centrioles move to opposite poles.
3. Each chromosome consists of two chromatids 

connected at the centromere.

One of two 
cells at the 
end of 
Meiosis 1.



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis  ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common misunderstanding: random arrangement of chromosomes occurs in 
both metaphase 1 and 2.

Metaphase 2 –
1. A new equator forms perpendicular to previous 

equator. 
2. Chromosomes arrange randomly with centromeres on 

the equator. This ‘random arrangement of 
chromosomes’ adds to variation in offspring.

3. Spindle fibres attach to centromeres. 



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis  ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common misunderstanding: random arrangement of chromosomes occurs in 
both metaphase 1 and 2.

Anaphase 2 –
1. Chromosomes arrange randomly with centromeres on 

the equator. This ‘random arrangement of 
chromosomes’ adds to variation in offspring

2. Spindle fibres shorten, breaking the centromere and 
pulling the two chromatids apart, resulting in two new 
chromosomes, moving to opposite poles. 



Meiosis
21 marks

Know how to identify the phases in Meiosis  ( P.M.A.T. x 2)

Common misunderstanding: the result at the end of meiosis is 4 genetically 
unique gametes.

Telophase 2 –
1. Chromosomes group at opposite poles as, with nuclear 

membrane and nucleolus reappearing.
2. Each chromosome is a single strand of DNA and is now 

referred to as an un-replicated chromosome. 

Gametes



Meiosis
21 marks
Areas of focus in Meiosis.

1. The importance of meiosis.
2. Comparing Meiosis 1 and 2 (the 

phases P.M.A.T.)
3. Comparing Meiosis and Mitosis, 

both similarities and differences.
4. Consequences of abnormal 

Meiosis (non-disjunction).
5. Terminology in abnormal meiosis 

(aneuploidy vs polyploidy and 
trisomy vs monosomy)

6. Explaining the occurrence of 
non-disjunction in anaphase 1 or 
2.



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Know the necessary terminology and laws.

• Alleles and ‘factors’ (this is new in the examination guideline in explaining 
Mendel's laws!)
• Law of dominance.
• Principle of segregation. 
• Principle of independent assortment.

• Phenotype (expressed trait) vs Genotype (genetic pairing for the expressed trait)

• Homozygous genotype (pairing of the same alleles for a given trait) vs 
Heterozygous genotype (pairing of two different alleles for a given trait).

• Genetic crosses and pedigree diagrams

• Mutations!

• Paternity testing – (practice matching different DNA profiles)



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Gregor Mendel – the father of genetics.

When discussing his laws – always remember to refer to the ‘alleles’ for each 
version of a trait as ‘factors’. In 1857 – the term ‘allele’ was not used.

Law of dominance –

When two homozygous 
organisms with contrasting 
characteristics are crossed, all 
of the individuals in the F1 
generation will display the 
dominant trait or the P1 
generation.



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Gregor Mendel. (remember, when discuss Mendel’s laws, we refer to factors 
rather than alleles)

Principle of segregation –

Each organism contains two 
‘factors’ for each gene. These 
factors segregate during the 
formation of gametes (meiosis) so 
that each gamete has only one 
version of the ‘factor’.

Principle of independent 
assortment -

No factor is dependent on another 
during meiosis (each factor will 
sort, independently) 



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses. 
Monohybrid (autosomal) cross showing:

• Complete dominance
• Incomplete dominance
• Co-dominance

Monohybrid (gonosomal) cross
• This could include sex determination
• Sex linked conditions

Monohybrid cross in determining blood groups.

Dihybrid crosses (the crossing of two factors in the P1 
generation)



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses. 
Monohybrid cross:
One trait is crossed in the P1 generation.
The interactions between alleles could either 
show 

Complete dominance (dominant masks 
recessive) – this was shown in a previous 
slide.
Incomplete dominance (neither alleles 
are dominant and an intermediate 
phenotype is expressed in the 
heterozygous condition)

Co-dominance (both alleles are 
equally dominant and both are 
expressed in the phenotype.

Be sure to access the videos on how to 
complete genetic crosses on the Junior Tukkies
online platform.



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses. 
Monohybrid cross in sex determination and sex linked disorders:
1. We complete this like any other genetic cross! 

1. Pay close attention to the question when completing a genetic cross with a disorder that is 
sex linked, to make sure you know whether it is a dominant or recessive disorder – and 
then apply it to the ‘sex determination’ cross as above…

2. Remember – when completing the phenotype in the F1 generation for the sex linked 
disorder the sex needs to be mentioned too… (eg male or female – with or without)

P1    Phenotype…..      Male     x   Female     
Genotype……        XY       x      XX

Meiosis         
Gametes        X  ,  Y       x       X ,   X 

Fertilisation – (complete punnet square)

F1 genotypes 
phenotypes

XX  ; 2 XY
50% female and 50% male 



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses – an understanding... 



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses – an understanding... 



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Genetic crosses – determining blood groups.
Blood groups are a result of multiple alleles… and displays complete 
dominance and co-dominance in the interactions of the different alleles.
Complete the genetic cross as normal but keeping the following in mind:

IA is the symbol for the dominant allele for blood group ‘A’

IB  is the symbol for the dominant allele for blood group ‘B’
i is the recessive allele for blood group ‘O’

Remember that:
A person with blood group ‘A’ would either have an allelic pairing of (IAIA) or (IAi).
A person with blood group ‘B’ would either have an allelic pairing of (IBIB) or (IBi).
A person with blood group ‘AB’ would have the allelic pairing of (IAIB) showing co-
dominance.
A person with blood group ‘O’ would have the homozygous recessive pairing of (ii).
Be sure to use the symbols for the alleles as shown = IA    , IB   , i     and 
not   ɪ…



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks

A Dihybrid cross looks at crossing two traits that result from a combination of 
alleles, and the proportion of the offspring that would have each of these traits. 

Please be sure to access the 
genetics crosses videos that 

have been loaded as resources 
to get a better understanding 
on how to complete a dihybrid 

cross. 



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Pedigree diagrams:
A pedigree diagram traces the inheritance of a trait over generations. Can be 
applied to autosomal inheritance, or gonosomal (sex linked) inheritance.

When approaching a pedigree 
diagram, complete the genotypes that 
you are sure of on the diagram in 
pencil first. Eg phenotypes that result 
from Homozygous recessive pairings.

Make sure read your question carefully 
and you look at the key of the pedigree 
first.                =   Male? or female?

Ask yourself… is this a sex linked 
disorder/condition? If it is… complete the 
XX and XY pairings for each member of the 
family.

Mistakes are often made by linking an autosomal disorder to an X and even a Y 
gonosome when they are not sex linked!



Genetics and Inheritance
48 marks
Pedigree diagrams: (using Albinism as an example – this is not sex linked)
Some common questions include:

1. Explain why individual A has albinism.
2. Provide the genotype for individual B.
3. Explain why the allele for albinism is 

a recessive allele by referring to the 
pedigree diagram.

A

B

The most common sex-linked (X) 
conditions are:
1. Haemophilia
2. Colour blindness
3. Muscular dystrophy

In many instances, there is a question that askes you to complete a genetic cross 
based on the pedigree diagram. Be sure to work conscientiously to make sure 
you have the genotypes and phenotypes correct!



Evolution
54 marks!
Evolution: is the change in the characteristics of a species over time.

The theory of evolution is regarded as a scientific theory because may hypothesis 
have been tried and tested and verified over time.

The evidences in support of evolution includes:
1. The fossil record (from grade10)
2. Biogeography (from grade 10)
3. Modification by descent 
4. Genetics.

If the question asks for variation due to Meiosis, only Crossing over and randon
arrangement of chromosomes will be accepted. The other sources of variation 
can be include in the broader context.

The reason for variation within the same species:
1. Meiosis – Random arrangement of chromosomes and crossing over in Prophase 1
2. Mutations to DNA (gene mutations or chromosomal mutations)
3. Random fertilisation 
4. Random mating 



Evolution
54 marks!
Continuous vs discontinuous variation.

Continuous variation refers to a trait where there is a range of intermediate 
phenotypes. (e.g.; Height)

Discontinuous variation refers to traits that fall into distinct categories.  (e.g. 
Blood groups)

Know the difference between the two! And be able to identify these types of 
variation.

‘A’    ‘B’    ‘AB’   ‘O’ 



LAMARCK .
‘Variation is a result of the change of the individuals of a population’.

He used two theories to explain evolution:

1. Law of use and disuse.
• Change occurs due to adapting to a change in the environment. 

Due to increased reliance on a particular characteristic, it 
becomes more developed and this results in a physical change. 
E.g. giraffes growing longer necks to reach food.  

2. Law of the inheritance of acquired characteristics.
• The traits that were developed during the life time of an 

organism are passed on to the offspring.

Evolution
54 marks!
The ideas of Lamarck, Darwin and the concept of Punctuated equilibrium.

His theory was not accepted, but rather rejected, because an acquired 
characteristic cannot be passed on to offspring – inheritance is genetic!



Evolution
54 marks!
Applying the theory of LEMARCK to why giraffes have long necks.

1. All giraffes had short neck originally. 

2. The giraffes stretched their necks frequently in search for food; e.g. leaves 

higher up in the trees.

3. As a result of this frequent stretching, their necks become longer. (law of use 

and disuse)

4. This acquired characteristic of having a long neck

5. Was passed on to the next generation 

6. Now all giraffes have long necks. (law of the inheritance of acquired 

characteristics)

Students sometimes don’t apply this formula… in explaining evolution within a 
species for a given trait, to the trait of the question specifically. 
If the trait mentioned in the question is fur colour, use fur colour in your answer!



Evolution
54 marks!
The ideas of Darwin

DARWIN – (Evolution through Natural Selection)

‘Variation is a result of the inheritance of favourable characteristics through the 
generations’.

The population changes as a whole due to the inheritance of good favourable 
genes that allows better chances of survival. These genes are passed from 
generation to generation. 

Explaining evolution when given a specific example, using either of these 
theories is a very important skill, it is almost always asked! 

Always tailor your answer to the context of your question. 



Evolution
54 marks!
Applying the theory of DARWIN to why giraffes have long necks.

1. Originally there was great variation in the giraffe population. 

2. Some had long necks others had short necks.

3. Due to limited availability of food.

4. Giraffes with long necks could reach the food higher up in the trees,

5. and they survived. 

6. Those with shorter neck could not reach the food and they died. 

7. Those that survived, could reproduce and pass the trait for long neck, onto 

their offspring. 

8. Now all giraffes have long necks. 

Students sometimes don’t apply this formula… 

In explaining evolution within a species for a given trait, use the trait mentioned in 
the question and explain accordingly using the formula…



Evolution
54 marks!
Punctuated equilibrium.

Hypothesis that explains the speed at which evolution will take place.

The hypothesis involves Darwinism, 
Evolution involving long periods where evolution doesn’t take place –
(equilibrium).

This alternates with short periods of rapid change in a species through Natural 
Selection. (punctuation)

This will result in new species forming in a very short period of time. 



Evolution
54 marks!
Artificial Selection vs Natural Selection.

Tabulating the comparison between these two concepts is quite common.

Where we need to remember to include a heading! (SKILLS)

Artificial Selection Natural Selection

Human are the selective force Nature is the selective force

Selection to satisfy a human need or 
want

Selection is in response to suitability to 
the environment 

Can occur in one or more species Will occur within one species 

Remember to draw your table with a ruler, and include a heading with 
both variables!



Evolution
54 marks!
Speciation! – the forming of new species.

Know this well! 

Speciation due to geographic isolation:

1. If a population of a specific species becomes separated or split by a 

geographic barrier (sea, lake, mountain, river), 

2. there will be no gene flow between them/ they will not interbreed. 

3. Each population will be exposed to different environmental 

pressures/selection pressures. 

4. Each population will undergo Natural selection independently of the other. 

5. They will become genotypically and phenotypically different. 

6. If the two population were to mix again, they will not be able to interbreed.
As before – when applying this explanation of Speciation to a question, be 
sure to use the context you have been given in the question. There are some 
included in the exam guideline.

Don’t confuse reference to 
population with reference to 

species. 
In speciation, we always refer 

to the populations of the 
specific species. 



Evolution
54 marks!
Reproductive isolation (The prevention or inability of different species to 
breed with each other).

Mechanisms that keep species separate include:
1. Breeding at different times of the year,

2. Species specific courtship behaviours 

3. Adaptations to different pollinators (wind vs insect)

4. Infertile offspring (hybrids) cannot reproduce

5. Prevention of fertilisation (due to different reproductive organs)

The wording of each of these mechanisms is very important! 
Often marks are lost because of the incorrect wording, which changes the context.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
Classification of Humans.

Be sure to spell this 
correctly! Don’t confuse 
family Hominidae with 
hominids/hominins

Be able to interpret a phylogenetic tree! You will most likely get on in the 
exam!



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
Similarities between Humans and African apes 

Some shorter questions address these comparisons, and sometimes in 
the form of a table. (remember the heading!)

The wording of each of these mechanisms is very important! 
Often marks are lost because of the incorrect wording, which changes the context.

1. Large brains/skulls compared to body mass

2. Binocular vision

3. Freely rotating, and long upper arms

4. Bare fingertips/ flat nails

5. Opposable thumbs 

6. Sexual dimorphism (distinct difference between male and female)

7. Reduced olfactory brain centre (reduced sense of smell)



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
Differences between Humans and African apes 

Questions will often only address one aspect. 
Use only examples from the list above that relate to the question. 
The skull for example… only aspects related to the skull may be compared.
Watch the videos on Evolution for more in depth information.

Points for comparison:

1. Cranium size

2. Brow ridges

3. Cranial ridges

4. Position of the foramen magnum.

5. Spine

6. Pelvic girdle 

7. Bipedalism

8. Teeth

9. Palate shape

10.Prognathism 

11.Chin



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
Evidence that supports the idea of a common ancestor for living hominids

Fossil evidence including evidence for:
1. Bipedalism
2. Prognathism and palate shape
3. Dentition
4. Cranium size
5. Apposable thumbs

Genetic evidence:
1. Mitochondrial DNA – inherited from the mother – this can be traced 

to a common female ancestor living in Africa about 200 000 ya

Cultural evidence:
1. Tools, weapons and language, advancements in tool making are 

related to advancements in thinking processes.
2. Homo habilis’ use of Oldowan tools to the Homo erectus’ use of 

Acheulean tools.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
Phylogenetic 
tree  

Species alive today

Homo habilis 
went extinct 
around this time 
(1.5 mya)

Homo sapiens 
and Homo 
neanderthalensis 
co-existed at this 
point.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!

Ardipithicus fossils 

1. 4.4 mya

2. Fossils only found in Africa

3. Discovered by Tim White and his team

4. Prognathous, poorly developed chin, heavy brow ridge, teeth 

support plant based diet. Had a grasping big toe for swinging in 

the trees, foramen magnum supports possible bipedalism on the 

ground.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!

Australopithecus afarensis fossil  (Lucy)
1. 3.2 mya
2. Fossils only found in Africa
3. Discovered by Donald Johnson in Ethiopia 1974.
4. S-shaped spine, indicating bipedalism, long arms and 

short legs, canine teeth smaller than apes.

Australopithecus africanus fossil  (Taung child and Mrs Ples)
1. 2.6 mya
2. Fossils only found in Africa (SA)
3. Taung - discovered by Raymond Dart in NW province 

1923.
4. Mrs Ples – discovered by Robert Broom in Sterkfontein 

1947
5. A. africanus slightly more advanced than A. afarensis



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!

Australopithecus sediba (Karabo - transition fossil)

1. 1.7 to 2 mya

2. Fossils only found in Africa

3. Discovered by Matthew and Lee Burger – Cradle of Humankind 2008

Karabo – had characteristics of both Australopithecus as well as Homo genus. 
therefore it is considered a transitional species.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!

Homo habilis (the handy man)

1. 2.5 to 1.6 mya

2. Fossils only found in Africa (Tanzania)

3. Homo habilis had a rounder head and a larder brain, with a more 

human like appearance, reduced prognathism with human like teeth.

Karabo – had characteristics of both Australopithecus as well as Homo genus. 
therefore it is considered a transitional species.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!

Homo erectus (upright man)

1. 1.8 mya

2. Oldest fossils only found in Africa, younger fossils have been found in 

Europe and Asia.

3. Used simple tools and later more advanced Acheulean traditional tools

4. Homo erectus exploited open environments and was the first Hominin 

to migrate out of Africa – 1.8 mya.

There are a number of species within the Homo genus, that need to be 
studied – these include Homo heidelbergensis , Homo neanderthalensis, and  
Homo sapiens.



Evolution – Human evolution
54 marks!
The Out of Africa hypothesis (event 1)

1. The first Hominin that left Africa was Homo erectus.
2. The oldest fossils of H. erectus have only been found in Africa, but 

younger fossils have been found in Europe and Asia.
3. There are no fossils of Australopithecus found outside of Africa.
4. H. erectus arrived in south east Asia by 1.9 mya by crossing land 

bridges 

There are a number of species within the Homo genus, that need to be 
studied – these include Homo heidelbergensis , Homo neanderthalensis, and  
Homo sapiens.

The Out of Africa hypothesis (event 2)
1. A group of Homo sapiens left Africa (50 000 to 70 000 ya)
2. Homo sapiens evolved in Africa and colonised the world.
3. H. sapiens replaced the surviving species that were living in Europe 

and Asia. This is referred to as the replacement model, as H. sapiens 
out competed these species for resources.



Be sure to take advantage of the resources that 
are available on the juniortukkie.online

platform! 
Good luck!
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